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Size: 80x35 cm
Weight: 13 kg
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Includes: 1 Practi-man, 
5 lungs, 2 valves, 
1 transport bag with mat.

PRACTI-MAN CPR MANIKIN CHEST-eR REANIMATION DEVICE

• 56500 PRACTI-MAN ADVANCE CPR MANIKIN
• 56501 4 PRACTI-MAN ADVANCE CPR MANIKINS
CPR manikins for massive training events:
- adult and child CPR training with a single manikin
- 3-position selector dial: adult, child and test
- real-like system for breathing function
- jaw thrust maneuver 
- AED training
• 56504 PRACTI-MAN LUNGS - box of 5 - spare
• 56505 PRACTI-MAN VALVES - box of 2 - spare

• 56530 CHEST-eR REANIMATION DEVICE
Chest-eR is a new generation 
device which assists and improves 
cardiac massage practice. 
It can be used by rescuers, 
hospital staff, common people 
and educators. 
It has been designed to reduce 
the incidence of internal injuries, 
providing protection during chest 
compressions. 
A special 3 layer internal structure 
helps reducing dangerous stresses 
produced by incorrect application 
of force, redistributing excessive 
forces and guaranteeing hygiene. 
The device includes luminous 
indicators that inform and show 
the rescuer on correct pressure 
and compression rate. 
The device perfectly combines 
with manikins updated according 
to International Guidelines (i.e. Laerdal Medical, Brayden, ......) 
and can be used with defibrillators.
Features:
- intuitive and easy-to-use 
- compact and lightweight, used with 1.5V battery
- proper resuscitation in complete safety 
- ensures maximum effectiveness of cardiac massage 
- non-Newtonian materials dissipates impact of too violent 
compressions absorbing up to 90% of energy
Medical Device Class I. 
Supplied with 2 protection sheaths and multilingual manual 
(GB, FR, IT, ES, DE)
• 56531 PROTECTION SHEATH - box of 30
It guarantees absolute hygiene and prevents risk of infections.

Includes: 
4 Practi-man, 
20 lungs, 
8 valves, 
1 transport bag 
with mat

56500

56530

56501

Multilingual manual: 
GB, FR*, IT, ES*, PT*, DE* 

for 56500 and 56501
*Only on www.gimaitaly.com

Full body 
manikin 
with trolley 
case

LAERDAL LITTLE FAMILY PACK LAERDAL RESUSCI ANNE
• 56512 LAERDAL LITTLE FAMILY 
PACK QCPR - 136-01050
Little Family Pack is a 
convenient package of age-
specific CPR training manikins 
(Little Anne QCPR, Little 
Junior QCPR and Little 
Baby QCPR ) with a 
wheeled carrying case 
for ease of transport 
and storage. All are 
provided with QCPR 
feedback technology 
to help instructors to 
improve CPR training 
quality, efficiency and 
learner engagement. 
In compliance with 
current guidelines, 
they provide 
data about 
the rate and depth 
of chest compression, 
complete pressure relaxion, the time of CPR pause and 
ventilation, through the new QCPR Training Apps, skill guide 
available via RC cable. 
It comes complete with: Little Anne QCPR Manikin (manikin, 2 
faces, 2 airways), Little Junior QCPR Manikin (manikin, 2 faces, 
2 airways), Little Baby QCPR Manikin (manikin, 6 airways*), 18 
manikin wipes, 3 training mats* and a large bag on wheels.
*Included with 56512, not included with 56509

• 56509 LAERDAL LITTLE BABY QCPR MANIKIN - 133-01050
• 56510 LAERDAL LITTLE ANNE QCPR MANIKIN - 123-01050

56523

Skill guide connected to manikin shoulder

Little Anne 
QCPRLittle Junior

QCPRLittle Baby QCPR

• 56523 LAERDAL RESUSCI ANNE QCPR FULL BODY + TROLLEY 
- 171-01260
Resusci Anne QCPR is built with realistic anatomy and is fully 
guideline compliant. It allows multiple feedback options 
providing opportunity to focus on learner competency: the 
learner will experience appropriate chest resistance, see chest 
rise during ventilation and need to perform head tilt, chin lift 
to ensure an open airway. The QCPR Training and skill report 
App Android/iPhone technology enables healthcare providers 
to obtain competence to deliver quality CPR in accordance 
with the latest guidelines using Bluetooth devices. Supplied 
with full body with installed 45kg compression spring, two 
extra compression springs (30kg and 60kg), 
manikin wipes, 3 face skins in paper 
bag, 2 airway assembly (standard 
lung), trolley case, USB 2A AC power 
adapter, USB cable A-C for the 
connection with the PC instead of 
Bluetooth and for battery charging 
(Li-ion, 2 cells). The connection of 
the skill guide takes place only via an 
RC cable connected to the shoulder 
of the manikin. 
User guide (GB, FR, DE, ES, BR, NL, 
NO, SE, DK, FI, JP, 
KO, RU, PL).
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with carrying 
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Rigid middle layer allows 
forces distribution in the 
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Jaw thrust 
maneuver


